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PREFACE.
*#*
The object of this thesis is to investigate the fundamental theorems
of the Calculus for functions defined over a perfect set. 'The ordinary
text in Calculus deals only with functions that are defined over one conti
nuum. In Chapter I the perfect set is defined and discussed in comparison
with the continuum.
Chapter II deals with the definition of a function, the definitions
and laws of operation connected with limits and the definition of conti-
nuity, giving in particular some theorems concerning the continuity of
certain functions defined over a perfect set. The four fundamental limits
are discussed and their general properties are expressed as corollaries
of the general theorems. The succession of topics in this chapter closely
follows the traditional arrangement of the ordinary text-book on Calculus.
A discussion of derivatives, the law of the mean, and Rolls 's Theorem
is the most important part of Chapter III. The determination of the char-
acter of a function by means of its derivatives and also the relationship
of derivatives of functions defined over a perfect set and over the conti-
nuum are briefly discussed. The general outline of the text-books was not
followed here as the work which was developed seems to show far more pos-
sibilities of development than the usual work of the texts.
i
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NOTATION USED.
******
£ fix) = the limit of the function f(x) at the point a.
x- a
R£ fix) = the ri^ht-hand limit of the function fix) at the point a.
x= a
L£ fix) = the left-hand limit of the function fix) at the point a.
x= a
U£ f(^) = the unilateral (right or left) limit of the function fix) at
x= a
X(o) = the upper limit of a function in the interval (a, a + 6).
A(6) = the lower limit of a function in the interval ia,a + 6).
R
u
£ fix) = the upper right-hand limit of the function fix) at x = a.
x = a
Ri£ fix) = the lower right-hand limit of the function fix) at x - a.
x= a
L
u
£ /*(*) = the upper left-hand limit of the function at x = a.
x = a
lil£ fix) = the lower left-hand limit of the function fix) at x = c.
x= a
D
r /"(^) = the upper right-hand derived number of f(jc) over the continuum.
D fix) = the lower right-hand derived number of fix) over the continuum.
d 1fix) = the upper left-hand derived number of fix) over zhe continuum.
D^ix) - the lower left-hand derived number of fix) over the continuum.
\j, ^fix) = the derivative of the function fix) over the set F.

CHAPTER I
***
SETS OF POINTS, THE PERFECT SET AND ITS PROPERTIES.
* * »
"The theory of linear sets of points arose historically from the dis-
cussion of questions connected frith Fourier's series and of the functions
which can be represented by such series."*
1. Sets. The objects dealt with in Mathematics nay be points, lines,
curves, positive integers, complex auantities, matrices, displacements,
forces, velocities, men, animals and indeed anything which may lend it-
self to Mathematical considerations. Such objects are individuals; they
may be infinite in number but they are still individuals. Moreover, they
may present themselves in sets. These sets or, as they are sometimes
called, classes or aggregates may consist of a finite or an infinite num-
ber of objects or elements. Examples of such sets are:**
1) 411 rational numbers.
2) All lines through a $iven point in soace.
3) All planes of symmetry of a given regular polyhedron.
4) Ail substitutions which can be performed on any finite number of
letters.
5) All translations of a plane with respect to a set of perpendiculai
*e. w. Hob son, The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable, p. 57.
See also, Edward 8. Van vieck, The Influence of Fourier's series upon the
development of Mathematics, Science, vol. 39, (1914), p. 120.
"Maxime Bocher, The Fundamental Conceptions and Methods of Mathematr
iCS, Bulletin of the American Math. Soc., Series 2, vol. 11, p. 115.
**Maxime Bocher, Introduction to Either Algebra, p. so.

2axes within it.
6) 411 integers between 1 and 100.
7) All letters of the alphabet.
Thus it will be seen that the conception of a set is exceedingly
general.
It should be noted here that in nost of the cases with which one
deals in Mathematics, there are one or more relations which exist between
the elements, k large number of relations may be involved. Some of these
relations may connect two objects, as A is greater than B, some may con-
nect three objects, as A + B = G, etc. These relations theoretically suf-
fice to determine whether a new object does or does not belong to the set
in consideration. Thus if we consider inequality as a relation, then the
positive integers form a set,
I, '2, 3,
even though all other relations may be excluded from consideration.
Definition. Such a set, with its attendant relations, is Galled a
mathematical system, or simply a system.
In general, the order in which the objects are ta^en is by no means
immaterial. Examples of this are found in vector products, and in the
multiplication of matrices where in general
ac ^ ca.
2. Elementary Definitions. In the study of Calculus, sets of num-
bers are considered. Sach number of a given set or, as it is sometimes
called, assemblage may be represented by a single point on a straight line
thus to an aggregate of numbers, there corresponds an aggregate of points
on a straight line.* The order of the number continuum is the same as
*E. .1
. Kobson, loc. cit., p. 57.

that of the point continuum which corresponds to it; if' B lies between A
and in the number continuum, then B lies between A and G in the point
continuum. For this reason we speak of sets of numbers and sets of points
indiscriminately, using the expression, sets or aggregates of points in
preference, however, since it also conveys the geometrical ideas involved.
We will here call such sets point aggregates.*
Some definitions concerning point aggregates follow:
Definition I. Two point aggregates A and 3 are equal, A = B, when
every point of A lies in B and every point of B lies in A.
Definition II. If every point of an aggregate B lies in an aggregate
A but not every point of A lies in the aggregate B, then we say that A is
greater than B or that B is less than A, and write
A > B or B < A.
Definition III. If A does not exist, that is, it contains no points,
then we say that A is equal to zero and write
A = 0.
Definition IV. The faot that A contains at least one point we denote
by saying that A is greater than zero,
A > 0.
Definition V. Let A and B be two point aggregates that have no point
in common. The aggregate formed by their reunion is called their sum and
is denoted by
A + B.
Definition VI." If the aggregate B is less than the aggregate A, the
aggregate formed by removing all the points of B from A is called the dif-
*This term is used by Pierpont, The Theory of Functions of Real Vari-
ab les.

4ferenae of A, B, and is denoted by
A - B.
This is called the complement of B.
3. Properties and Classes op Sets of Points.
Definition I. An open interval (a, 3) is defined by the totality of
real numbers which are greater than a and less than 3« A closed interval
is defined by the totality of real numbers which are greater than or equal
to a and less than or equal to 3»
It is seen from this definition that, the only difference between the
open interval (a, 3) and the closed interval (a, 3) is that the end-points
tt and 3 are excluded from the former and included in the latter.
As a result of this definition we also have
Definition II. If in an interval (a, 3), a smaller one (a', 3') such
that a is equal to or less than a' and 3 is equal to or greater than 3' is
taken, then the latter interval is called a sub-interval of the former.
Definition III. An interval (a, 3), arbitrarily small, is called the
neighborhood of a point x lying within it.
The neighborhood of a point x is often denoted by (x - z y x + e), where
£ is arbitrarily small. If the interval does not include the point, as is
the case with respect to the neighborhood of in the following set,
111 1
2 4 8 n
then the neighborhood is called a deleted neighborhood.
Definition IV. Any point is a limiting point of a set if in the
neighborhood of the point there is an infinity of points of the set.
An illustration of this is found in the set above in which is a

limiting point. Another example is the following* set in whicn is again
a limiting point:
111 1
4 3 4 n
a limiting point is not necessarily a point of the set as is shown by the
examples just gives. The following, however, is an example cf a set in
which the limiting point is included:
1111111 11
2 2 d 2 4 2 a 2 n
1
The limiting point in this case is
Definition V. Every point of a set which is not a limiting point is
an isolated point; it can be enclosed in an interval so small that the in-
terval will contain no other point of the set.
Thus we see by definition that every point of a set is either a limit
ing" point or an isolated point of the set.
Definition VI. If a set A contains no isolated points, it is dense-
in- itse If .
*
Definition VII. If a set A contains all of its limiting points, it
is said to be complete or closed.
Definition VIII. If in an interval (a, 3) in which a set of points A
is contained, no sub-interval, however small can be found which does not
contain points of A, then the set A is said to be everywhere-aense within
the %iven interval.
It is readily seen that a set which is everywhere-dense is also dense
* Authors disagree on the term used here. This is the terra used by E.
w. Kobson, The Theory of functions of a Real Variable. Pi eruont uses the
simDle term dense.

in-itseif but the converse is not necessarily true.
Definition IX. The totality of limiting points of a set A constitute
a set A' which is called a derived set of A or the first derivative of A.
Definition X. If a set has a finite number of derived sets, it is
said to belong to the first species. If a set has an infinite number of
derivatives, it is of the second species.
4. Perfect Sets. From the definitions that have been given, we may
define a perfect set at once. The definition is as follows:
Definition. If a set A is dense- in- itself and also complete, it is a
perfect set.
From the definition, it is obvious that a perfect set contains all of
its limiting points and that every point of the set is a limiting point.
Jordan applies the term perfect to sets which are merely complete. * Ex-
amples of perfect sets are the following:
Example I. The set of points constituting the interval ( a , B ) is per-
fect. This is merely a segment of the continuum which is a perfect assem-
blage of points.
Example II. Let us take an interval of length I. In the middle of
this interval lay off another interval of length l ± given by
l 1 = [a - -----] I, < a < 1.
Drop the inner of the three intervals so formed and retain the end-points
as points of the set which we are to form. In each of the two remaining
intervals lay off sub-intervals of length l 2 given by
*Jordan, Gours d' Analyse, vol. I, p. 19.

In each case drop the interval which lies in the middle of the original
sub-interval; that is, the interval for which the length has been deter-
mined but retain the end-points as points of the seL. Continue thus in-
definitely according to the law
n + 2
= al
n + 3
'2
H'or the case m which a = we nave
I
Also for the sura of the first n - 1 terras,
2{n + 1)
=
irr^'ii
Then
g(a +2)
=
2(« + 2)
from which l n = - 7 -r 7 I.
5( 72 + 2){n + 3)
We find the following values (Fig. 2):
CON}- -fS. O CVjNJ- 00 Nfr JN. CQ T-H NJ- JX CO C\J
Z
i 2 = —30

8I
3 45
I
ib =
84
When I = ?20, we have the following points of the set:
0, , 31, 4f, ' ' ' ', 78, 102, , 133, 149, ,
180, 540, , 571, 587, , 618, 642, , 673, 682,
- - • ' ', 720.
Since each end-point of a free space is a limiting point and since
all of these end-points are included in the set, it follows that the set
is perfect. This set, however, is not everywhere-dense for there are in-
tervals which contain no points of the set whatever.
It is interesting to note that in the formation of this set, each in-
terval dropped is an integral part of the original interval; however, this
would not be true for I different from 720 for then the parts would become
fractional, as is the case here when we take all intervals after the one
of length l 5 . It is also interesting to note that for any value of a, we
have
al
Example III. Begin with the number 2 and take all intervals at the
right of 2 which begin with an even number and end with the next odd num-
ber, (Fig. 2). " Since the odd numbers are limiting points, they must be
ln («"*+ 2){n + 5)*

9included as part of the intervals. This set will appear with the follow-
__g } I 3 4
F'i£. -2.
ing points:
2, ,3, 4, , S, §, , f, 8, • • • •
Example IV, Take an interval (a, 3) which is closed and divide it intc
three equal parts, (Fig. 3). Drop the middle part, retaining the end-
points. Divide each of the remaining intervals into three equal parts and
drop the mildle part in each case, always retaining the end-points. Con-
tinue this process indefinitely. 5)ach end-point is a limiting point and
CO T-i NfrM ^ C\) C\)
Fig. 3,
\t K O ^
there are no other limiting points. Therefore the set of end-points is
perfect. If we denote the length of the interval (a, 8) by I and let I =
81, then the following points belong to the given set:
0, , I, 2, , 3, $, ,7/8, , 9,
18,
, 19, 20, , 21, 24, , '25, '26, ' ' ' • ',
27, 54, ' ' * .* • , 55, 56, , 57, 60, , 61, 62, • « «
• '
,
63, 72,
, 73, 74, , 75, 78, , 79, 80, • •
• ' 81.
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§, The Perfect Set and the Continuum. In the continuum formed of all
real numbers, it is readily seen that every point is a limiting point and
that all points are included; thus the continuum is a perfect set. It is
therefore necessary that every property deduced for the perfect set must
also hold true for the continuum as a special case of a perfect set. The
most general case is evidently that in which there are intervals in which
the points of the set are everywhere-dense and also intervals which eon-
tain no points of the set.
6. Theorems Relating to Perfect Sets.
Theorem I. If an assemblage is perfect, then its derived assemblages
are equal to each other and to the original assemblage, that is,
M = M' = M" =
By definition, the first derived set ccntains every limiting point of
the original set; also it contains no other point. But since every point
of a perfect set is a limiting point and since all the limiting points are
included, it follows that the first derived set M' is equal to the origi-
nal set M, In the same way the second derived set is equal to the first,
that is, M" = M' and so cn for all of the derived sets.
Theorem II. If an assemblage M is everywhere-dense but not perfect,
then its first derived assemblage is perfect.
Since tne set // is everywhere-dense, it contains all its limiting'
points for as we have seen under definition VIII, page o, a set that is
everywhere-dense is also dense-in-itself . This set also includes other
than limiting points since it is not perfect but it contains all its
limiting points. The first derived assemblage, however, includes only
the limiting points of the original set and since the original set is
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everywhere-dense, then will the first derived set contain all its limiting
points. Therefore it is perfect.
Theorem III. A perfect set need not be in any sub-interval every-
where-dense.
An example suffices for the proof of this theorem. Such an example
is example II, page 6.
Before presenting the next theorem, it /fill be necessary to Rive an
idea of content. Definitions of content differ in some respects; the def-
inition of G. Cantor will be followed here. Tne notion of content is very
important as the basis of many conceptions of Calculus, especially that of
integrability.
Enclose all points of the set in a finite number of intervals and
think of the limit of the sum of these inoervals as ohey are made as small
as possible, as the content of the set of points. If we can make the
limit of the sum of the intervals approach zero, then the content of the
set is zero. It is very necessary to enclose the limiting points for
otherwise we would have an infinite number of intervals.
As an example, let us take the set of positive integers which are
less than 91. If we enclose each of these points in an interval arbitra-
rily small, we have as the limit of the sum of these intervals as the in-
tervals become smaller and smaller, zero. The content is therefore zero.
As another example, we may take all real numbers equal to or greater
than 1 and equal to or less than 2. These numbers form a set whose con-
tent is readily seen to be 1.
As a matter of interest, we will state the definitions of Feano and
Jordan.* Enclose all of the points of the set in a finite number of in-
Jordan. Cours d Analyse, vol. i, pp. 38, 29.
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tervals. Intervals enclosing points of the set are said to enclose only
inner points. If E ± is an interval of inner points, then we have the sum
of these intervals, I^i, and also we have the sum ^S[, of the intervals
which enclose limiting points not included in the set. Then the limit L
of is called the inner content. If the limit of the sum is L
'
,
then L + L' is called the outer content. It must be noted that L' may be
zero and the set not be closed. This is the case in the following set:
If L' is zero, then the set is a measurable set. The set of irration-
al numbers is not measurable. If the outer content is zero, then the set
is measurable and has the content zero.
Sorel* has set up another notion of content. Enclose every point of
the set in an arbitrarily small interval. The limit of the sum of these
intervals as the intervals grow smaller and smaller is defined as content.
Then every enumerable set has the content zero as ean readily be seen.
When a set has the content zero, it is saia to be discrete.
Theorem IV. A perfect assemblage may have the content zero.
To prove this theorem, it is only necessary to give an example. Ex-
ample IV, page 9 is such a set for the sum of the intervals cast aside is
1 1
' 3' 3
1 1
3 3
]
J
Tne geometric series has the sum S given by
*Borei J Legons sur la Theorie des Fonctions, p. 46.
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in - (|n
L" = as n becomes infinite
1
3
= 3.
1 14
Therefore 21 = - + -'-'3
1 2
= - + - = 1
3 3
which is the whole interval. Therefore the part left, which is tne con-
tent of the sex,, is zero.
We may also form such a set by the following general method. Take a
closad interval (a,|3), {Fig, 4) of unit length and from the middle of this
1
interval drop a sub-interval of length where k is a finite positive
integer. Retain the end-points as points of the set. There will be two
intervals left. These intervals will be equal in length. Suppose that
the length of each is I, Then from the middle of each of these intervals
I
droo sub-intervals of length -. Then there will be four intervals left.
k
These will be of equal length, say l±, From the middle of each of these
l ±droo sub-intervals of length - . Continue this orocess indefinitely, re-
ft
taining in each ease, the end-points of che intervals dropped as points of
the set. Each end-point is a limiting point. Also the points a and [3
are limiting points and must be included. Hence all the limiting points
are included in the set and the set is therefore perfect.
The sum of the intervals dropped is

CO. CO. CO. CO.
•H
II
-a;
i4£
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As n becomes infinite
hi _ (L:J) B]
ft ft
2 =
ft - i
i
ft
i i
ft i
ft ft
= i.
The content of the set is, therefore, 1-1 = 0.

CHAPTER II
***
FUNCTIONS AND THE THEORY OP LIMITS.
* * *
1. Constants and Variables. 4 number which remains unchanged in any
particular discussion is called a constant.
If an aggregate is given, the numbers in that aggregate may be rep-
resented by a variable x, where x represents any number or in succession
ail numbers of the sst.* This aggregate is called the range or domain of
the variable x. The domain may be any set of numbers but in this discus-
sion the domain will always be a perfect sst. The variable is said to be
continuous with respect to a given set when it takes all numbers of the
set.
2. Definition of a Function. A single-valued' function of a vari-
able x is a second variable y so related to x thai whenever a value is as-
signed to x from the x-ranie, a corresponding value of y is uniquely de-
termined in the y-ran$e.
This correspondence may be made in any way whatsoever. An example is
the temperature for the different hours of the day; the temperature is a
Tovrnse nd , lectures on "Functions of real variables." For othsr def-
initions of a variable see, J. W. A. Youn£, Monographs On Topics Of Modem
Mathematics, p. 265; Pierpont, The Theory of Functions of Real Variables,
p. us; Echols, Differential and Integral Calculus, p. 4.
o Due to Dirichlet.
T
We shall consider only single-valued functions.
9 Bliss; J. '.V. A. Youn^, loc. o i t .
, p. 266.
>
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2!
Fig. 5.
function of the hours. The range of the dependent variable y is not nec-
essarily exhausted by the correspondence; it may contain elements which do
not correspond to any element in the x-range.
Another example of a function is
the following. If two points F and Q
are joined by a curve 0, the area FQRS
shown in Fit. 5 is uniquely deter-
mined and depends only on the form
of the curve. A functional corre-
spondence is thus set up between
the variable C whose raage is the totality of curves joining the points F
and Q, and the variable A which represents the area.*
Y
Let us take anotner example of
a f unction.
°
For x > 0, let y = 1.
For x = 0, let y = 0.
For x < 0, let y = - 1.
This function has the analytic ex-
pression
1
- 1
Fi*. 6,
y = - £ arc tan ( nx) .
71 n= t»
It is called siinum x and is denoted by
y = sgn x.
The graph of t he function is shown in Fi£. 6, If we say that sgn x = - 1,
then we indicate that x is negative and if we say that sgn x = 1, we in-
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dicats that x is positive.
A function defined for positive integers is the age j, in days, (at
the time the policy was issued), of the holder of policy number x in the
Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. Another such function defined only
for positive integers is the amount y, in cents, for which Fost Office
order number x was issued at the Champaign Post Office.
3. Definition of a Limit.* Let F be any perfect set over which the
variable x varies, that is, let F be the domain of x. Then by the defi-
nition of a perfect set, each point a of this set is a limiting point, that
is, x may vary in such a manner that
|x - a| < o
becomes and remains true, when 6 is arbitrarily small.
Take any sequence of points of F such that the limit of this sequence
is a. Suppose that the sequence is
A = a ± , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ,
Then denoting a function of x by fix), we have the sequence
b = fUtU fU 2 )> fi*th •
Definition I. If the sequence B has a limit r\, finite or infinite,
which is a constant, however the sequence A be chosen, then n is the limit
of fix) for x = a.
This is denoted by
£ fix) = ri
x = a
Another way of stating this fact is to say that fix) approaches the limit
f] as x approaches the limit a. If, however, B has no limit, then we say
*Thi3 follows the work cf Pierpont, loc. cit.
, pp. 171, 178.
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that the limit of fix) does not exist at x = a.
Theorem I. Let
A = a ± , a 2 , a3 , a4
,
and B = b
± ,
bgJ b g ,
£>
4 ,
be any two sequences lying in F, each of which has the iimiz a. If
£ fia n ) t £ fib n )
a n=a b n=b
then the limit of fix) does not exist at x = a.
That this follows at once from the definition of a limit is evident
when we notice that B is only another way of choosing the sequence A in
the definition.
A - a x , a z , a 3 , a 4 ,
may be so chosen that it lies entirely at the rioht of a or entirely at
the left of a. If r\ exists when A is entirely at the right of a, then it
is called a right-hand limit. If n exists when A is entirely at the left
of a, then it is called a left-hand limit. The former case will oe de-
noted by
R£ fix) = r\
x= a
and the latter case will be denoted in like manner by
L£ fix) = t]
x= a
From the definition of a limit we may state the following theorem:
Theorem II. If
£ fix) = 7)
x= a
where r\ is finite or infinite, then
L£ fix) = R£ fix) = ri
x=a x=a
and, conversely, if
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L£ fix) = R£ fix) = r]
x= a x-
a
where r\ is finite or infinite, then
£ fix) = 7).
x= a
But, in general, these are not the only limits which the function fix
has at the point a. We shall now define upper and lower right and left-
hand limits at the point a.* Let the domain of x be the perfect set F and
let a be a point of this set. Then let T(o) and A(o) denote the upper and
lower limits of the function fix) for all points of F which are within the
interval (a, a + o) at (she right of a. However, fia) is not to be consid-
ered amongst the functional values of which Y(8) and A(o) are the upper
and lower limits.
Now assign a descending sequence of values to 6 such that the limit
of this sequence is zero. If this sequence be
then the sequence
*i*±h *(6 2 ), T(6 3 ), , T(oJ, • • •
is such that the members do not increase. Tney have, therefore, a definit
lower limit, which is called the upper limit of fix) at the right of a.
It may happen that the sequence in 1(6) has no finite lower limit. In thi
case, the upper limit of fix) on vhe rignt at a is In any case we
shall denote the upper right-hand limit of fix) at a by R
u
£ fix).
x= a
Similarly, the sequence
A(5i), A(o 2 ), A(5 8 ), , A(6 n ),
is such that its members do not decrease and in general it has an upper
limit which is the lower right-hand limit of fix) at a. This limit which
^nob son, loc. oit., p. 830.
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we shall denote by Rt£ fix) may also have infinite values of either si^n.
x- a
Similarly, upper and lower left-hand limits may be defined. In ease
a is a limiting point of P on one side only, then the two limits of the
function at a on the other side are non-existent.
Thus we have the following definitions:
Definition II. The upper right-hand limit S.£ fix) of the function
x = a
fix) at the point a is the limit of the upper limit of fix) in the open
interval ia,a + o) when 5 is indefinitely diminished.
Definition III. The lower right-hand limit R3.C fix) of the function
x = a
fix) at the point a is the limit of the lower limit of fix) in the open
interval ia, a * 6) when 6 is indef initely diminished.
Definition IV. The upper left-hand limit L
u
£ fix) of the function
x = a
fix) at the point a is the limit of the upper limit of fix) in the open
interval ia,a - 5) when 5 is indef initely diminished. '
Definition V. The lower left-hand limit h\t fix) of the function
x - a
fix) at the point a is the limit of the lower limit of fix) in the open
interval ia,a - 6) when 5 is indef initely diminished.
If
R?C f(x) = Ri£ fix) = C
x= a x=
a
then it is readily seen that RC fix) exists and is equal to C. Also if
x = a
fix) = Li£ fix) = D
x=a x= a
then L£ fix) exists and is equal to D. Since T(o) and A(o) were chosen
x = a
independently of fia), it follows that the limits are independent of fia).
4. Continuity of Functions. Let fix) be defined over the perfect
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sst F. Let a be any point of F, If
£ fix) = f(a),
x= a
the function is continuous at a.* Thus we have
Definition I. If the limit of fix) at a is the same as the value of
fix) at a, then fix) is continuous at a.
We may also express this same condition in the following manner:
Definition II. fix) is continuous at a, if for each s greater than
zero, there exists a 5 greater than zero, such that
\fix) - fia)\ < e
when \ x - a\ < o.
But this says only what we find in the following definition:
Definition III. The function fix) is said to be continuous at the
point a of the perfect set F over which it is defined, if, corresponding
to any arbitrarily chosen positive number b whatever, a positive number
5 dependent on e can be found, such that \fia + r( ) - fia)\ < z, for all
positive or negative values of t] which are numerically less than o, and
which are such that a + r\ is in the domain F.
It is readily seen that a function may fulfill the definition for
continuity on one side of a point but not on the other side. That is,
if
RJ2 fix) £ LC fix)
x=a x=
a
then it may be coat either
R£ fix) = fia) in which case the function
x- a
Pierpont, loo. c i t .
, p. 208.
° Hob son, loc. o it . . p. 221. This definition is due to Cauchy.
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has a right-hand continuity at the point a, or
L-C fix) = f(a)
x- a
in which case the function has a left-hand continuity at the ooint a.
Definition IV. A function is continuous in a given interval (a, 3) if
it is continuous at every point in the interval.
Definition V. If a function fix) is defined over the perfect set F,
then fix) is continuous with respect to F in a given interval (a, 3) if it
is continuous at every point of F which lies in the £iven interval.
We may now state the following theorem:
Theorem I.* If (a, 3) &e any interval containing points of the per-
fect set F, over which the function fix) is defined,, then there is at
least one point x Q in (a, 3) such that, in any arbitrarily small neighbor-
hood of x Q , the upper limit of the function is the same as the upper limit
of the function in the whole interval.
If M denotes the upper limit of fix) in the interval (oc,B), let the
interval be divided into n equal parts. It should be noticed that no
restriction is made on M; it may be finite or infinite. In none of these
sub-intervals is the upper limit of fix) greater than I but in at least
one of them, say (oti,3i), it is equal to M. Divide into n equal
parts and in the same way as before, we see that in at least one of these
sub-intervals, the upper limit of Lhe function is M. Proceeding in this
way indefinitely, we obtain the following sequence of intervals whose
lengths converge to zero:
(a^Si), U 2 ,S 2 ), (a 3 ,B 3 ), , (a n ,8 n ), • • •.
Each of these intervals is contained in the one which precedes it and in
^Due to Weierstrass. Kobson, loo. cit., p. 224.
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each of them the upper limit of the function is M, There is one point x
o
common to these intervals which may be called the limit of the sequence.*
This point is such that the upper limit of fix) in an arbitrarily small
neighborhood of x Q is H.
We may now state a similar theorem in regard to the lower limit of
the function fix).
Theorem II. If (a, 3) be any interval containing points of the per-
fect set F, over which fix) is defined, then there is at least one point
x 1 in the interval such that, in any arbitrarily small neighborhooa of
X*, the lower limit of the function is the same as the lower limit of the
function in the whole interval.
The proof of this theorem is exactly analogous to the one above and
need not be stated.
Theorem III. If a function fix) is defined over the perfect set F,
and if fix) is continuous with respect to F in the interval (a, 3), then
there exists a finite number G, such that the value of fix) at any point
of F, which lies in (a, 3), is not greater than Q.
By theorem I there is at least one point, x of F in (a, 3) at which
the function has the same upper limit as for all points of F in (a, 3).
But the function is continuous at this point and therefore the limit of
the function must be the same as the value of the function at x Q . Also
by the definition of continuity, the valus of the function at x Q is finite,
Therefore the limit of the function at x Q is finite and since this is the
upper limit o'f the function in the interval (a, 3), the theorem follows at
once.
Similarly, we have the following theorem:
For proof of this see nobson, loo. o i t »
, p. 60.
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Theorem IV, Given an interval ( a, [B ) which contains points of the per
feet set F over which the function fix) is defined. If f(x) is continuous
with respect to F in the interval (a,3)^ then there exists a number I such
that the value of fix) is net less than E for any point of F in (a, 3).
The proof of this theorem will not be stated as it is exactly analo-
gous to the preceding proof,
5, Laws o? Operations With Limits.
Theorem I, If a function fix) is defined over a perfect set, and, if
fix) has a limit, then the limit of a constant c times fix) is equal to c
times the limit of fix).
Suppose that fix) is defined over the perfect set F and supoose that
a is a point of F. Then let*
£ fix) = A.
x= a
We may then write
fix) = A + ttx),
where six) can be made as small as we please by taking x sufficiently near
to a. We have, then
cfix) = c A + ceix).
Since we can make six) as small as we please by taking x sufficiently near
to a, we can also make ceix) arbitrarily small in the same way. We have
then from the definition of a limit
£ cfix) = cA = c £ fix),
x = a x = a
as the theorem requires.
*3ee Townsend and Goodenough, First Course in Calculus
, p. 20.
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It is readily seen that the proof used in this theorem may be spe-
cialized to prove the theorem for any of the four fundamental limits. The
following corollaries state the theorem for these limits:
Corollary I. If a function fix) is defined over a perfect set F, and,
if fix) has an upper left-hand limit, then the upper left-hand limit of a
constant c times fix) exists ana is equal to c times the upper left-hand
limit of fix).
Corollary II. If a function fix) is defined over a perfect set F,
and, if fix) has an upper ri£ht-hand limit, then the upper right-hand lim-
it of a constant c times fix) exists and is equal to c times the upper
ri£ht-hand limit of fix).
Corollary III. If a function fix) is defined over a perfect set F,
and, if fix) has a lower left-hand limit, then the lower left-hand limit
of a constant c times fix) exists and is equal to c times the lower left-
hand limit of fix).
Corollary IV. If a function fix) is defined over a perfect set F,
and, if fix) has a lower right-hand limit, then the lower right-hand limit
of a constant c times fix) exists and is equal to c times the lower right-
hand limit of fix).
Theorem II. If two functions fix) and are defined over a per-
fect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, fix) has a limit A and
§ix) has a limit B, then the sum [fix) + •$(#)] of these functions has a
limit C which is equal to the sum A + B of the Limits of the funct ions.
. By hypothesis, we have
£ f(x) = A
x= a
and £ *(*-).«».
x= a
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We may then write*
fix) - A + s^jc)
and ${x) = 5 + e 2 (x),
where zAx) and £ 2 (jc) are arbitrarily small for values of x sufficiently
near to a. Combining these equations, we have
fix) + #{*) = A + B + U-lU) + e 2 (x)\.
Since however, &Ax) + z 2 ix) can be made as small as we choose, we have
from the definition of a limit
£ Ifix) + $(*)] = A + S = £ + £ §(*).
x = a x= a x= a
That the converse theorem does not necessarily hold is shown by the
following example:
Given
2
fix) = sin 2 -
x
. . 1
and $(x) = cos 2 -.
x
1 l
Then fix) + = sin 2 - + cos 2 - = 1.
x x
In this case the limit of the sum exists and is 1 at x = 0, but the limits
of the functions do not exist at that point.
This'theorem holds, as did theorem I, for the four fundamental limits.
We will not state the theorem for these limits in this form but will ex-
tend the theorem to the sum of a finite number of functions as follows:
Theorem III. If a finite number of functions
T or: ns e &d and Goodenouijli. loo. c it . , x> . 21.
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fiU), f 2 (x), f 3 (x), , f n ( x )
are defined over a perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F,
each of these functions has a limit,
then the sum
f±(x) + f 2(x) + f8(x) + + f n{x)
of these functions has a limit B which is equal to the sum
of the limits of the functions.
By hypothesis, we have
x= a
£ r 2(x) = 4 2
x= a
x = a
These equations may be written in the form
f ±(x) = A ± + e ±{x)
f 2 (x) ~ Ao + s 2 (x)
f n(x) = A n + e n (je),
where
e ±(x), e 2 (x), £ 3 (^), , s n (jc)
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are arbitrarily small for values of x sufficiently near to a. Combining
these equations, we have
f x (x) + f 2 (x)
+••••+ f n ( x ) = A ± + ig + ' ' ' '+ A n +
e^x) + £ 2 (x) + ••*•+ s n (jc).
But since n is finite, we may make
arbitrarily small by taking x sufficiently near to a. Then from the defi-
nition of a limit, we have
£ if±(x) + f 2 {x) +••••+ f Q (x)] = A x + A 2 + + A n
x= a
which was to be proved.
Since the proof of this theorem holds equally well for the four fun-
damental limits, we have the following corollaries:
Corollary I. If a finite number of functions are defined over a per-
fect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these functions
has an upper left-hand limit, then the sum of these functions has an upper
left-hand limit which is equal to the sum of the upper left-hand limits
of the fund ions.
Corollary II. If a finite number of functions are defined over a
perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these func-
tions has' an upper ri^ht-hand limit, then the sum of these functions has
an upper right-hand limit which is equal to the sum of the upper right-
hand limits of zhe functions.
Corollary III. If a finite number of functions are defined over a
perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these func-
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tions has a lower left-hand limit, then the sum of these functions has a
lower left-hand limit which is equal to the sum of the lower left-hand
limits of the functions.
Corollary IV. If a finite number of functions are defined over a
perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these func-
tions has a lower right-hand limit, then the sum of these functions has a
lower right-hand limit which is equal to the sum of the lower right-hand
limits of the functions.
Theorem IV. If two functions fix) and y(x) are defined over a per-
fect set P, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, fix) has a limit A and
fix) has a limit B, then the difference ifix) - cpix)] of these functions
has a limit D which is equal to the difference A - B of the limits of the
fund ions.
By hypothesis, we have
£ fix) = A
x= a
and £ yix) = B.
x= a
We may then write*
fix) = A + e±ix)
and yix) = B + £ 2 (x),
where s
±(jc) and z 2 ix) are arbitrarily small Tor values of x sufficiently
near to a. Combining these equations, we have
fix) - yix) = A - B + h ±(x) - s 2 ix)).
Since however, s^x) - s, 2 ix) can be made as small as we please, we have
T o v: ns e nd and Goodenou^h. loo. c it •
, p. 21.
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from the definition of a limit
£ [fix) - cp(x)] = A - B = £ fix) - £ <p(x).
x- a x- a x = a
The converse theorem does not necessarily hold.
Thsohhjm V. If a finite number of functions are defined over a per-
fect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these functions
has a limit, then the limit of the product of the functions is equal to
the product of their limits.
Given
C ft(x) = A ±
x= a
& f 2 (x) = A 2
x= a
£ fjx) = A a
x= a
From this, we have the set of equations
f ±(x) = A 1 + b^x)
f.2 {x) = A 2 + e 2U)
where e.
±
(jx), e 2 (x), • • , £ n(x) may be made arbitrarily small
by taking x sufficiently near to a. We have by multiplication
lf ± (x))[f 2 {x)l lf n(x)l = A ±A 2 A n + [terms which
have at least one e(x) as a factor].
But the expression in brackets may be made as small as we please by taking

x within an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a. Then from the definition
of a limit, we have
£ [fAx)'fAx)'-'- f n(x)J = A ±A2 A n
x= a
which was to be proved.
This leads at once to the following corollaries:
Corollary I. If a finite number of functions are defined over a
perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these func-
tions has an upper left-hand limit, then the upper left-hand limit of the
product of these functions is equal to the product of their upper left-
hand limits.
Corollary II. If a finite number of functions are defined over a
perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these func-
tions has an upper right-hand limit, then the upper right-hand limit of
the product of the functions is equal to the product of their upper right-
hand limits.
Corollary III. If a finite number of functions are defined over a
perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these func-
tions has a lower left-hand limit, then the lower left-hand limit of the
product of the functions is equal to the product of their lower left-hand
limits. -
Corollary IV. If a finite number of functions are defined over a
perfect set F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these func-
tions has a lower right-hand limit, then the lower right-hand limit of
the product of these functions is equal to the product of their lower
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right-hand limits.
It will be seen that a special case of this theorem arises when a
function is raised to a finite integral power. This is the case in which
f±M = f 2 (x) = .....= f Q (x).
Theorem VI. If each of two functions is defined over a perfect set
F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these functions has a
limit, then the limit of the quotient of the functions is equal to the
quotient of zhe limits of the two f unct ions, provided the limit of the
denominator is different from zero.
Given
C fix) = A
x = a
and C cd(jc) = B, where B t 0.
x = a
We have, then fix) = A + e±ix)
and wix) = B + e 2 ix),
where e^x) and & 2 ix) are arbitrarily small as before. Dividing, we have
f(x) A + e 4(x) A A + B tM A _ A Be ± ix) - Ae 2 ix)
5(jc) " B~+~T2 ix~)
"
B B~+~l~2 (x) B
~
B eg?*)}"""
By taking x sufficiently near to a, the last fraction may be made to have
an arbitrarily small valus for its numerator and to have # 2 for its de-
nominator. Hence the last fraction can be made as small as we please and
we may write
£ fix)
fKX)
_
A
_
x»a
x=a 2)(x) B . .
x = a
The converse of this theorem does not necessarily hold, however. As
*
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an example, let us take
fix) sin x
and <p(x) tan x a o x — — •
2
Then
fix)
<jp(x)
COS X
which has the limit at x But cp(x) has no limit at this point.
This leads to the following corollaries:
Corollary I. If each of two functions is defined over a perfect set
F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of zhese functions has an
upper left-hand limit, then the upper left-hand limit of the quotient of
these functions is equal to the quotient of the upper left-hand limits of
the functions, provided the upper left-hand limit of the denominator is
different from zero.
Corollary II. If each of two functions is defined over a perfect set
F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of these functions has an
upper right-hand limit, then the upper right-hand limit of the quotient of
the functions is equal to the quotient of the upper right-hand limits of
the functions, provided the upper right-hand limit of the denominator is
different from zero.
Corollary III. If each of two functions is defined over a perfect
set F, and, if at a point x - a of the set F, each of these functions has
a lower left-hand limit, then the lower left-hand limit of the quotient
of these functions is equal to the quotient of the lower left-hand limits
of the functions, provided the lower left-hand limit of the denominator
is different from zero.
Corollary IV. If each of two functions is defined over a perfect set
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F, and, if at a point x = a of the set F, each of the functions has a lower
right-hand limit, then the lower right-hand limit of the quotient of these
functions is equal to the quotient of the lower right-hand limits of the
fund ions provided the lower right-hand limit of the denominator is differ-
ent from zero.
Theorem VII. If Fiy) is a continuous function of y defined over a
perfect set F } and if y is any function of x, say §(x), defined over the
same set, and, if the limit of y at the point x = a of the set F is b, then
£ FlHx)] = fl £ $(*)].
x = a x=a
We have by hypothesis,*
£ y = £ $ix) = b, (1)
x= a x=a
and because of tbe continuity of Fiy), we also nave
t Fit)) = Fib).
y=b
We may therefore make Fiy) differ by as little as we please from Fib) by
properly restricting y to values in the neighborhood of b. From (1), how-
ever, y = b as x = a; hence for all values of x sufficiently close to a,
Fiy) = F[$ix)] differs as little as we please from Fib). We may write
t heref ore
£ FlHx)] = Fib) = Fl £ $(*)].
x=a x=a
Theorem VIII. If each of three given functions is defined over a per-
fect set F, and, if one of the given functions lies between the values of
the other two functions which approach a common limit, then the given func-
tion approaches that same limit.
Townsend and Goodenough, loo. cit., p. 23.

Suppose that we have*
Hx) = fix) s Hx),
where
£ §(x) = £ = A.
x=a x=a
Then we have
§(x) = A + e ± (x)
and y(x) - A * s2 (x),
where s^(x) and s 2 (x) can be made as small as we please by taking x suf-
ficiently near to a. Hence for all values of x in the neighborhood of a,
we have
A + £ 1 (.x) = fix) = A + s 2U),
whence
s
1 (jc) = f(x) - A = Eg(jc).
But as s 1 (^) and s 2 (x) can be made arbitrarily small, it follows that
fix) - A can be made to differ in absolute value as little as we please
from zero by the proper selection of x; that is,
| fix) - A\ < C7
where cr is an arbitrarily small positive number. By the definition of a
limit, we then have
£ fix) = A = £ Hx),
x = a x= a
6. Continuity op Special Functions. As a result of the properties
Townsend and Go ode no ugh, loc. o it . . p. 24,
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set forth in the last section, we may now state some properties of func-
tions with regard to their continuity. These will be stated as theorems.
Theorem I. If a junction fix) is defined over a perfect set F and
is continuous at a point a of the set F, and, if c is any constant, then
c times fix) is also continuous at a.
We have by hypothesis
fix) = fia).
x = a
Also by theorem I, page 2o t we know that
I la' fix)] = c £ fix)
x= a x= a
Therefore £ ic'fix)] = cfia)
x = a
which shows that e* fix) is continuous at a.
Theorem II. If each of two functions, fix) and |(x) is defined over
a perfect set F, and, if each of these functions is continuous at a point
a of F, then the function which is the sum or difference of these functions
is continuous at a.
This follows at once from theorem II, page 26, and from theorem IV,
page 30, for we have
£ fix) = fia)
x- a
and £ g(x) = $(&)
x = a
and by the theorems referred to, we have
£ [fix) + i(x)] = £ fix) ± £ iix)
x- a x= a x= a
= fia) ± iia)
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which shows that fix) + gix) is continuous at the point a.
This theorem may be extended in the case of addition to the following
general theorem which, however, will be stated as a corollary to the given
theorem.
Corollary. If each of a finite number of functions is defined over
a perfect set F, and, .if each of these functions is continuous at a point
a of the set F, then the sum of these functions is continuous at the point
a.
Theorem III. If each of two functions is defined over a perfect set
F, and, if each of these functions is continuous at a point a of the set F,
then the product of these functions is continuous at a.
Suppose that the given functions are fix) and gix). Then by reason
of the continuity of these functions, we have
£ fix) = f(a)
x = a
and £ gix) = g(a).
x= a
Then by theorem V, page 31, we have
£ [f(x)-iix)) = [ £ f(*>M£ g(*)3
x=a x= a x=a
= fUhg(a)
which proves the theorem.
Obviously, this theorem can be generalized as follows:
Theorem IV. If each of a finite number of functions is defined over
a perfect set F, and, if each of these functions is continuous at a point
a of F, then the product of these functions is continuous at a.
For the special case in which these functions are equal, we have:
Corollary. If a function fix) is defined over a perfect set F, and
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if fix) is continuous at a point a of F, then a finite power of fix) is
continuous at the point a.
An important example of this is the following:
Given
y = x
which is continuous. Then by the corollary just stated,
y = x* where k is a finite integer, is
also continuous.
Theorem V. If each of two functions is defined over a perfect set F,
and, if each of these functions is continuous at a point a of F, then the
quotient of these functions is continuous at a, provided the value of the
denominator at a is not zero.
Suppose that the givsn functions are fix) and iix). Then since these
functions are continuous, we have
£ fix) = fia)
x = a
and £ = gCa),
x = a
Then by theorem VI, page 33,
f{x) x=a
x= a iix) £ iix)
x = a
=
fia)
" TCa)
as was to be proved.
Theorem VI. An integral rational function is everywhere continuous
over a perfect set F.
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Let
y = x
k
,
where S = 2, 2, , n.
Then by the corollary of theorem IV, page 38, y is continuous at every
point of the perfect set F, By theorem I, page 37, o n_ k # is continuous
and by the corollary of theorem II, page 38, we have
a x n + a^ 11" 1 + + a
n_!^ + a n .
continuous, which proves the theorem.
Theorem VII. A rational function is continuous at every point of a
perfect set F for which the denominator does not vanish.
Given
a Qx
n + a^ 11" 1 + • • • + a n _ ±x + a r
By theorem VI, the numerator and denominator of y are continuous at every
point of F. Then by theorem V, y is continuous for every point of F at
which the denominator is not zero.
Theorem VIII. The circular functions sin x and cos x are continuous
at every point of the perfect set F over which they are defined.
The domain of definition of sin x and cos x embraces all points of
the set P.* Also we have forx=a+6,*
sin x = sin (a + 6) = sin a cos o + cos a sin o.
Since
£ sim x = . £ sin (a + 5),
x=a 0=0
and
Pierpont , loo. o it
. , p. 126.
t
Pierpont, loc. cit., p. 185.
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and
.,£ sin 6 =
=
„£ cos 6=1,
6=o
then we havs
£ sin x = sin a
x = a
and therefore sin x is continuous at every point of F over which it is de-
fined. Similarly, for x = a + 6,
cos x = cos (a + 6) = cos a cos 6 - sin a sin 6.
Then, since
£ cos x = ^0 cos (a + 6),
x=a 0=0
we have
£ cos x = cos a
x= a
and cos x is continuous at every point of F.
Theobem IX. The circular functions tan x and sec x are continuous at
every point of F at which cos x is not zero.
This follows at once from theorems VIII and V.
Theorem X. The circular functions cot x and esc x are continuous at
every point of F at which sin x is not zero.
This follows at once from theorems VIII and V.

CHAFTER III
***
THE DERIVATIVE AND SOME OP ITS PROPERTIES.
* * *
1. Definition op a Derivative. Suppose that the function
]} ~ fix)
is defined over a perfect set r. At a point x + h, this becomes
y + A.y = fix + h).
This leads at once to the following definition:
Definition I.* If the ratio
fix + ft) - f(x)
h
approaches a definite limit as h approaches 0, the derivative of fix) at
the point x is the limit
p ! lis f{*^
h=0 ~h
It is readily seen that two such limiting processes exist according
as h has- the positive values or negative values. If h has only positive
values, then the given limit defines a right-hand derivative while if h
has only negative values, then the given limit defines a left-hand deriva-
tive. "It follows from the definition of a derivative that, except in one
particular case, it exists only when both these limits exist and are equal.
*Vebien and Lennea, Introduction to Inf initesimal Analysis, p. 117.
,
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Ths exception is uhe case or the derivative of a function at an end-point
of an interval upon which the function is defined."* In this case the
derivative is equal to the right- or left-hand derivative as may be the
case.
Whether the right- or left-hand derivatives exist or not, "there are
always four so-called derived numbers, namely, ths upper and lower bounds
of indetera ination of
fix + h) - fix)
h
as x approaches x + h from the right or from the left." The following
notation will be used:
For tha upper right-hand derived number: brf(x).
For the lower ri^ht-hand derived numbsr: d rf(x).
For the upper left-hand derived number: @ f(x),
For ths lower left-hand derived number: Dif(x).
The following theorem may now be proved:
Theorem I. If a function fix) is defined and continuous for all
points of an interval (x Q - z,x Q + s) about x = x , there exists a perfect
set F on the right of x and such that x Q is a point of the set F, for
which the derivative of fix) at x Q with respect to F exists and has any
preassigned value X between d rf(x Q ) and \) rf(x )j the upper and lower ri£ht-
hand derivatives with respect to the continuum, that is,
B (9 yfixo) = X, D
rfU ) £ X S D r.fU ).
Veblen and Lennes, loo. cit., p. 118.
°Veblen and Lennes, loc. cit., p. 119.
Henceforth the vrork v;ill folio vr very closely that of E. R. Eedrick,
On Derivatives over Assemblages, trans, of1 the amer. math. soc. , vol. 8,
(1907), p. 345.
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The proof of this theorem follows at once when we notice that
f(x Q + ft) - fix Q )
is continuous for it takes for some value ft < 5 any value between its up-
per and its lower limits in ohe interval < ft < o.
It is evident that a similar theorem could be stated for the deriva-
tives at the left of x . We may also make the following statements which
will be put in the form of theorems,*
Theorem II. If the derivative of fix) exists at a point x - x Q with
respect to a finite number of perfect sets F lJ F2 , F 3 , , F n , and
has the same value for each of them, the derivative of fix) exists for the
total set h F formed by combining the Qiven sets and has the same value.
Theorem III. A necessary and suff icient condition that fix) have
a derivative at x = x with respect to any perfect set F .is that the deriv-
ative of fix) should exist and have the same value for every possible se-
quence in F,
2. The Law of the Mean. A very general theorem may be stated as fol-
lows:
Theorem I. Let a function fix) be defined over a perfect set F. If
fix) has a maximum with respect to F at a point x = x Q of F, then
D(E)fU'o) ^ D 1(E )fUo) % 6 % C( E) fU'o) = D r(E)fU )
where E is F or any sub-assemblage of F for which x is a limiting point,
(it does not follow that E is perfect).
This follows at once sines for sufficiently small values of |o|
E . R. Eedrick, loo. c i t .
, p. 346, 347.
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r(x - *) < ruj
and therefore
fix - h) - /*U )
is positive for all values of h such that < h t |$|. Also for values of
|8| sufficiently small
fix + ft) < f(x )
and therefore
fU + h) - f(* )
is negative for all values of h such that < h * |6| .
Corollary I. If a given function f(x) is defined over a perfect set
F and if there exists at each point x of F, (except, of course, at -the
right-hand bound), an assemblage B* having points near to x on the right
and such that the derivative D(n )f(x) with respect to R exists and is
v X x
positive, then fix) is at a maximum, if at all, at a right-hand boundary.
This follows at once from the theorem just proved for if fix) had a
maximum at a point which is not a right-hand boundary, then D/o \fix)
would be less than or equal to zero. But this is contrary to hypothesis.
Therefore the corollary is proved.
A similar corollary coula be stated for the left-nand boundary.
Corollary II. (Rolle's Theorem). If a function fix) is defined over
a perfect set F and if fix) has a maximum at x = x Q where x Q is not a
boundary point, then
L > I I
where L and I are respectively the upper and lower limits of D(g )/(#), [or
This assemblage may bo the part of P v;nioh lies at the right of x.
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D
(
Lx )f (x)] , where R x and L x are sets chosen arbitrarily at the right and
left of x, for every point x which is not a boundary (right or left).
This is true for if
I
=
°(B x )f(x) > 0,
then fix) has a maximum at a right-hand boundary only.
Let us now consider tine funotion
§(*) = fix) - fia) (x - a)
b - a
defined over a perfect set F of which a and b are points. Then
$(a) = •$(&) = 0.
Corollary III. (Lav? of the Mean). If the function fix) is defined
and continuous over a perfect set F, then
b - a
where L ana I are the upper and lower limits respectively of the values of
0^ R jfix) where R x is an assemb Iage chosen arbitrarily, as above, for each
value of x.
3. ' ©ET1HMIHAT-I0H OF A FUNCTION BY MEANS OF DERIVATIVES.
Theorem I. If a function fix) is defined and continuous over a per-
fect set F and if ®(% )f(x) is equal to zero for some right-hand assem-
blage R x at each point x of the set F within an interval (a, 3) where a is
any left-hand boundary and 3 is the first boundary at the ri%ht of a,*
It must be noted that such an interval is very general and is, in
the case of the continuum, any finite interval as large as v; e choose.
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then fix) has a constant value for ail values of x in the given interval.
Per, let*
fix) = f(x) + six - a), where £ is an arbitra-
rily small positive number, and
yix) = fix) - zix - a).
Then
B(B yfix) = £ >
and
D
(
R
= - £ < 0.
Hence cpix) is at a maximum at f3 and yix) is at a minimum at 3. Then
5 ?U) ^ fU) <tf*) ^ ?($)
for all values of x such that a < x < 3. Prom this, we have
fW + B(p - a) = fU) = fW - e(3 - a).
It follows now that fix) differs from f(6) by at most only the arbitrary,
small positive number £(3 - a). Therefore
fix) = fOh
Theorem II. If two functions fix) and yix) are defined and continu-
ous over a perfect set F and if d( ? )fix) and D( P )<p(jc) both exist ana are
equal in any interval (a, (3) defined as above, then the two functions dif-
fer at most by only a constant within that interval.
For, let us define a function
*Hedrick, loo. cit., p. 349. Also Dini, Theorie der Funktionen einer
verander lichen reellen Grosse, p. us.

?(x) = fix) - *(x).
Then sines D( P )f(x) and B( P )a>(x) coil exist, ire have
B (P) f(x) = D (p) f(x) - D (p) »(x) = I
for a * x * 3. Then by theorem I, f(x) is a constant. Therefore if w(x) =
C, uhen
: = - -
I
or fix) = ?(x) + C, where C »ay take the value
zsrc or may be negative.
4. ?.3la?ioiship o? Dshiyatitss. We say add a theorea which is in-
teresting because of the manner in which it connects any perfect set with
the ccn&inuuE.
Teiohim. If fix) is defined and continuous over a perfect set F and
if the right-hand derivative D( P )rf(x) of fix) mith respect to F exists
and is continuous at each point x in an interval a < x < 3 as iefiwud
above, that is, if
B( P)rfU) = <p(x)
where ap(x) is continuous, then the derivative of fix) 9ith respect to the
continuuz exists and is eoual to «(x).
For* if D( P )rf(x) = ®(x) exists and is continuous, wien «ne integral
f(x) = jT%(x)dx
exists and is continuous and has a deriv?.: iv= re?:;:: : : zze czzz ll
This proof is entirely due ;o Hednck, loo. oit. , r. SoO.

rwhich is
df(x)
_ = cpU) for a < x
ax
and dy(x)
ax (r)
= <p(a) for x =
where (r) indicates the right-hand derivative with respect to the eonti
nuum. Hence f(x) and y(x) are two continuous functions for which
D(?)rf(x) = D( P )ry(x) =
dy(x)
ax
for a < x <
Then
f(x) = y(x) + C, where C is a constant and
hence fix) has a derivative with respect to the continuum.
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